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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a non-archimedean, non-trivially valued, complete field. Given a polar space E, dover 
K we characterize the nuclearity of E, Pby sequences in the dual space E’. If the topology Sis not 
nuclear we describe the finest nuclear topology, on E, coarser than 3? Applications of this theory 
are studied. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1 .l. Throughout this paper K is a non-archimedean, non-trivially valued, 
complete field with a valuation 1. I. If E, 9is a locally convex space over K with 
topology d we denote by sl, (or by 9 if no confusion is possible) a family of 
semi-norms determining the topology 2X We always assume that E, B is a 
Hausdorff space. For the basic notions and properties concerning locally 
convex spaces we refer to [8] if K is spherically complete and to [6] if K is not 
spherically complete. However we recall the following: A subset B of a vector 
space E over K is called absolutely convex ( = K-convex in [8]) if ax+ /Q E B 
whenever x,ycB; I,,ueK; 111~1, \~l~l. 
The absolutely convex hull of a subset D of E is denoted by C(D). If B is 
absolutely convex then Be (the edged hull of B, see [6]) can be defined as: 
Be= B if K has a discrete valuation, and Be= n {AB 1 A E K, 112) > 1) if the 
valuation on K is dense. Let E be a locally convex space over K. A subset U 
of E is said to be a polar set if Uoo= U (Uoo is the bipolar of U with respect 
to the couple (E, E’)). A continuous semi-norm p on E is called a polar semi- 
norm if the corresponding zero-neighbourhood U= {XE E 1 p(x) I l} is a polar 
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set. The space E is called strongly polar if every continuous semi-norm on E 
is polar, and it is called polar if ZPE such that every p E 9’E is polar. (see [6]). 
Obviously: E strongly polar * E polar. 
If E is a polar space then the weak topology o(E, E’) is Hausdorff. ([6] prop. 
5.6). In that case we have a dual pair (E, E’). The value of the bilinear form 
on E x E’ (and similarly on E’ x E) is denoted by (x, a), x E E, a E E’. If E is a 
polar space and p is a continuous semi-norm on E we denote by EP the vector 
space E/Kerp and by nP the canonical surjection rc,,: E-E,,. The space EP 
is normed by Ilfllp=p(x), where t= ~Q,(x)E,!$. Its unit ball is n,,(U), with 
U= (XIZ E 1 p(x) 5 1. Its completion is denoted by L$,. If q is a continuous 
semi-norm on E with qrp there exists a canonical map pPq: EQ-+EP which 
gives a commutative diagram. 
E 
A 
% ZP with continuous maps. 
E4-E 
co, P 
We denote by gP4 the continuous extension @P4 : &+I&,. If U is as above 
and U” is the polar set of U in E’, then E’ uo= U(LU’IIEK} is avector sub- 
space of E’. It is normed by 
and its unit ball is U”. 
Just as in the classical theory (over C) the space E;O can be identified 
(isometrically) with the space (EP)‘. The bilinear form on E,xEGo is, with 
obvious notations, defined as: EP x E;/o+K: (n,(x), a)-+< nP(x), a) = (x, a>. 
Finally if p, q and P,,~ are as above, the transposed of the mapping P,,~ is the 
canonical injection iuv: Eta-E’+. Here V={xEE!q(x)s l} and Vc is the 
polar of V in E’. 
2. LOCAL CONVERGENCE 
2.1. DEFINITION 
Let E be a polar space. A sequence (a,,) C E’ is said to be locally convergent 
to zero if there exists a continuous semi-norm p on E such that (a,) C E;o and 
lim I[u,I(~o=O. Here U={x~EIp(x)sl} as above. 
2.2. THEOREM 
Let E be a polar space. If (a,,)~ E’ converges locally to zero then it con- 
verges to zero in the strong topology /3(E’, E). 
PROOF. We show that the canonical injection i : E;o+E’, jI(E’, E) is contin- 
uous. (U is as in 2.1.). A zero-neighbourhood in E’, /?(E’, E) is of the form B” 
where B is a bounded subset of E. Now there is a I EK with BcAU. Hence 
l/1 U'C B" and l/A U" is a zero-neighbourhood in Ebo. 
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2.3. REMARK 
The converse of 2.2. holds e.g. when E is a polar Banach space. (Other cases 
will be studied in 0 5). 
PROOF. The topology j?(E’, E) is now the norm-topology on E’. So let 
(a,) c E’ be such that lim, llanll = 0, let B be the unit ball in E and B’= B” the 
unit ball in E’. Then IIanll Bo = inf { IL1 1 a,dB’} =sup {I(x,a,J jx~B} = /]a,ll 
and we are done. 
2.4. LEMMA 
Let E be a polar space and U = (x E E 1 p(x) I 1) for some continuous semi- 
norm p on E. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) (a,) c E;o converges to zero in EGO .
ii) a, = Y,,u,,, Vn; with u,, E U”, Vrr and (v,,) E co. 
iii) ~,=7a~~,u,,, Vn; with U,E U”, Vn, rcK, (CT,) ecO, (/~,,)Ec~ and Ia,1 I 1, 
1/Ll~L vrl. 
PROOF. i)* ii) 
There exists a rr E K with [XI< 1 such that: 
VXE iR, x>O, S%,EZ with ITI~“X<XI I@-‘. 
So, for each n E tt~ for which a, #0 (if a, = 0 take Y,, = 0, U, = 0) there is a k, E Z 
with I~l“n< IIu,II~oI Jr@r. Put 
&I u =- n Ilk,-l’ 
Then U,E U”, Vn. Moreover Irclkn-‘<lnl-‘. llunIIUo. Hence u,=rrkn-‘.~, with 
lim n rrkn-’ =O. This proves ii). 
ii) * iii) 
We prove that every ()J,,)Ec~ can be written as yn= ~a,$,,, Vn, where 
TEK, (cx,)Ec~, (&)Ec~ and Io,lsl, I&,I<l, Vn. Take 7eK such that 1711 
2maxn IY,,/. Then Y,, = r&, with l&l I 1, V,, and (A,) E co. Now choose a 
sequence (6,)cK such that the sequence (IS,l) decreases to zero and )&,I I 1, 
viz, a,= 1, 6,#0, Vn. 
Then I&,[ I 16r12 f or nil. Also Rz,~n\l such that ~~,JI~c~~~* for n>n,; 
Ztn,E N, n2>nl such that l&l I 16,1* for nzn2 etc. . . 
Put 
p,=S, for n=1,2,...,n,-1 
=d2 for n=nl,nl+1,...,n2-1 
etc. . . 
Then lim p,, = 0 and I&,1 I 1, Vn. Now A, = A,,/& /3,. Moreover I,I,/j?,J I 1, Vn 
and limn A,,/&, = 0. So iii) is proved. 
iii) * i) 
If a, = 7a,/3,u, as in iii) then Ilu,IIUo~ I~cx,,/?~~, which proves i). 
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3. COMPACT MAPS 
In this section we recall some definitions and properties and complete them 
with results needed for the rest of this paper. 
3.1. DEFINITION 
Let E and F be locally convex spaces. A linear mapping T: E+F is called 
compact if there exists a zero-neighbourhood U in E such that T(U) is com- 
pactoid in F. 
3.2. THEOREM 
If X (resp. Y) is a normed space and X (resp. Y) is its completion. Then 
T: X- Y is compact iff i? X- Y, with F the continuous extension of T to 2, 
is compact. 
PROOF. If T: X-, Y is compact and B is the unit ball of X then T(B) is 
compactoid in Y and therefore also in z’ Now the unit ball in X is 8, the closure 
of B in X and F@)c T(B) (closure in Y), while T(B) is compactoid in Y. So 
p is compact. If 5? X-+ Y is compact, then T(B) = F(B)C fi&, while r((8) is 
compactoid in Y. By [3], 1.3, T(B) is compactoid in Y and T is compact. 
3.3. THEOREM ([7]: 4.40, a)@&)) 
If X and Y are Banach spaces then T: X+ Y is compact iff there exist 
sequences (a,) c X’ and (b,) c Y with lim, /[a,,# - II&,] = 0 such that VIE E 
To= c,"=, (.%~,ml. (*I 
3.4. REMARK 
Using the same techniques as in the proof of 2.4 i)=, ii) one finds easily that 
(*) can be written as T(x) = C,“=, L,(x, x, )y,,, with (A,) E co, (x,,) bounded in 
x’ and Cv,) bounded in Y. 
3.5. THEOREM 
Let X and Y be polar Banach spaces and T: X+ Y a linear mapping. Then: 
i) If T is compact then its transposed map T’: Y’*X’ is compact as well 
ii) If the canonical mapping Jy: Y+ Y” is a homeomorphism into Y” then the 
converse of i) is also true. 
Remark that the condition in ii) holds in each of the following cases: 
a) Kis spherically complete. Then Jr is an isometry into Y”. (see [7], 4.15). 
b) Y is of countable type. Then Jy is an isometry from Y onto Y”. (see 
[7], 4.18). 
In case a) the theorem is proved in [5]. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
i) Let T: X+ Y be compact and write for XE X: T(x) = C,, L,(x, x,, )yn as 
in 3.4. For V’~E Y’, VXEX we have 
<x,T’(b))=(TOc),b)=( C A,(x,x,>Y,,~)= C (x, C A,(Y,,~)x,). 
II n n 
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Hence T’(b) = C,, &,(JJ, b)x,, V’b E Y’. Since Jr: Y+ Y” is continuous (see [7] 
p. 60), the sequence 0, is bounded in Y”. The result then follows from 3.4. 
ii) Assume that T’: Y’+X’ is compact. 
Then, by i), its transposed T”: X”-, Y” is compact. Let Bx stand for the unit 
ball in X. 
Then, by the continuity of Jx: X-+X”, the set Jx(Bx) is bounded in X”. 
Hence T”(Jx(Bx)) = T(B,) is compactoid in Y”. Since Jy is a homeomorphism 
form Y into Y” it follows that T(Bx) is compactoid in Y and we are done. 
3.6. THEOREM 
Let n be a perfect sequence space with Kothe-dual Ax. On ,4 we consider 
the normal topology &&Ax), (see [l]). Then a subset B of /1 is compactoid if 
and only if there exists an element y = (ri) E A such that 
BCp={a=(ai)~A I lailSlri[, Vi}. 
PROOF. 
i) We show that IQ e/i, p is compactoid in /1, n(/l,AX). Take /3e/ix 
and let & be the corresponding continuous semi-norm on /l,n(/i,/iy). I.e. 
aEn:li,(a)=max, loiPi/. Further put U,={aEA !fi,(a)ll. We need to 
find a finite subset A of /i such that fCC(A)+ Ua. 
Since limi piyi=O there exists ie such that lpiyil I 1 for i> is. Choose 
13 EK with (Ll>max {IBil, I&l, . . . . l&0l} and take A = {Le,, . . . . nei,}. Then 
pee(A)+ up. 
ii) Let BcA be compactoid for n(/l,/i”). Then 3n EA, InI < 1 such that 
Vi, 5Ini E Z with 
IKIn’< “,“f Iail Il7Zl”‘-‘* 
E 
Put yj= 79-1, then for all 6 = (Si) E /Ix: 
lim IYisil<lim lGil(lrrl”i-‘-l~l”)+lim lSi[ yt /piI. 
I E 
Now, by [l] prop 14, (the proof in [l] is given for spherically complete K and 
B c-compact but it remains valid in our case) lim, l&i lsupBEB Ipi I = 0. SO 
lim lyiSi/ <lim lSi[ llcl”‘(17cJ-1 - 1) 
I I 
<lim (6il SUP IPiI(IRI-l-l)=O 
flee 
for Vd = (Si) E /ix. This means that y = (yi) E II. Obviously BC f and we are 
done. 
3.7. COROLLARY 
A subset B of co is compactoid if and only if there exists a y E co such that 
Bcf. 
Indeed, co is a perfect sequence space with K&he-dual I” and the topology 
of co is exactly n(co, I”). 
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3.8. THEOREM 
Let E be a locally convex space. Then 
i) A linear mapping T: E-tq is continuous iff there exists (a,)CE’, 
equicontinuous and with lim a, = 0 in a@‘, E), such that T(x) = ((x, a”)),,, 
VxeE. 
ii) A linear mapping T: E+c, is compact iff it can be written as in i) with 
(a,,) locally convergent to zero in E’. 
PROOF. 
i) Is straightforward from the definition of T. 
ii) Let U be a zero-neighbourhood in E such that T(U) is compactoid in co. 
By 3.7. T(U)cf with YEC~. By i) T(x)=((x,a,)),. 
We prove that (a,) converges to zero in Eb . For x E U we have 1 (x, a,, > 1% 
11~~1, Vn. Hence su~,,~ I(x,a,,)I~lml, V n, which means that a, E yn U”, Vn. 
So a, = bun, with u, E U” and by 2.4, i) M ii) we are done. 
Let now To=((x,a,)),, VXE E with (a,,) locally convergent, say lim 
11 a,J Uo = 0 for some II. We prove that T(U) is compactoid in co. 
By 2.4 i) a ii): Vn, a, = y,,u, with u, E U”, y = (YJ E co. Then for XE U: 
l(~,a,)l=l(~,~,u,)I~l~,l. 
So T(U)cf and we apply 3.7. 
3.9. DEFINITION (see [6], def 4.3) 
A locally convex space E is said to be of countable type if for every con- 
tinuous semi-norm p on E, the normed space E,, (equivalently: the Banach 
space EJ is of countable type. 
Remark that (see [6] Theorem 4.4.). 
E is of countable type *E is strongly polar. 
3.10. DEFINITION (See [2] 3.1.) 
A locally convex space E is said to be nuclear if for every continuous semi- 
norm p on E there exists a continuous semi-norm q on E, with q zp, such that 
the canonical maPPing pp,: Eq-+Ep (equivalently &: &r-l?p, see 3.2.) is 
compact. 
Remark that (see [6], corollary 4.14 i)). 
E is nuclear *E is of countable type. 
4. THE ASSOCIATED NUCLEAR TOPOLOGY 
4.1. If E, .Y is a polar space, there exists on E always a nuclear topology 
which is coarser than X Indeed, it is easily seen from the definition that the 
weak topology a(E, E’) is nuclear. In this section we tackle the problem of 
finding the finest nuclear topology on E, coarser than 9Y This topology (we 
show that it exists) will be called the “nuclear topology associated to 3” and 
it will be denoted by sl. Since every nuclear space is of countable type (3.10) 
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the topology gt will be coarser than the topology To (studied in [4]) which is 
the finest topology of countable type coarser than 2? 
The problem is thus reduced to the following: Given a locally convex space 
E, 27 which is of countable type, describe the finest nuclear topology sr on E, 
coarser than X 
4.2. THEOREM 
Let E, B be a locally convex space of countable type and let @z be a family 
of semi-norms on E defined by: p E B, iff p is continuous on E and Zq, con- 
tinuous semi-norm on E with qzp such that pp4: Eq+EP (see 0 1) is compact. 
Then the family g2 defines a Hausdorff locally convex topology on E. This 
topology is nuclear and (by construction) it is the finest nuclear topology on E, 
coarser than K 
PROOF. 
i) We first check on the following stability conditions for g2. 
a) VpeY2, bTqEgz:rnax {p,q}ey2. 
p) VpE s,, VA EK: IAlpt)E 8,. 
PROOF OF a): (p) is trivial). 
Take p E g2 (resp. q E g2) and let pl (resp. ql) be the corresponding con- 
tinuous semi-norm on E, p, LP (resp. q1 1 q) such that the map q,,,,, : EP,-+EP 
(resp. (pq4 : E4, + EQ) is compact. 
Put 
U={xeEip(x)<l}, V={xeEiq(x)sl}, 
U,={x~E!pr(x)<‘l}, V,={xEEjql(x)4}, 
Then unV={xEEjr(x)<l}, CJ1nV,=(xEE~rr(x)~l}. We prove that 
qrr, : E,,+E, is compact. 
By Q 1 and 3.5 it suffices to show that (un V)’ is compactoid in E{u,nv,)~. 
Choose aeK (a#O), then still by $ 1 and 3.5. 
gM, c Eq , #Mr<m, with U”caU~+C(MI) 
=&CE,:,, #Mz<oo, with V”ccrfl+C(M2). 
Now UYU cc(V,n VI)‘, M,cE;~cE~,,~~,,o and IVI~CE~~,~~,)O. So putting 
M=M~UMzCE(u,nv,p, we have (U’U V”)ca(l/rn Vt)‘+C(M), which 
means that U”U p is compactoid in El”, n ,,,)o. 
Since Ei”,n ,,,)o is a polar space and (U, rl V,)’ is a polar zero-neighbour- 
hood in E’ ((/,n ,,,)o we can apply the same reasoning as in [6] proof of 5.13 i) 
and obtain that ( U”U ~)O”c (w( Ur fl VI)’ + C(T) where T is a finite subset of 
Eiu, n v, j” . 
Finally, since U and I/are polar sets, indeed E is strongly polar (3.9), we have 
(U” U p)O” = (l/O” fl Voo)’ = (un V)‘. So (un V)’ is compactoid in El,, n ,,,)o. 
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ii) The topology determined by 8, is Hausdorff because it is finer than the 
weak topology a(E, E’). 
iii) For the nuclearity of E, JYz we take p E B,, then a continuous semi- 
norm r on E with rrp, such that e+: E,+E, is compact. We now have to 
find a continuous semi-norm q on E such that rzqzp with pqr: E,+E, and 
cpp, : E4+ Ep compact. 
Put U={x~E~p(x)sl}, W={xoE~r(x)ll} and choose LEK, 1121>1. 
Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 WC U. By 3.5. the 
canonical injection iUw : EL o-E’@ is compact. I.e. Uc is compactoid in E’p. 
By [6] 8.2, there exists a sequence (a,) C rZ U°C I@ with lim a, = 0 in Eb such 
that U”cC{a,,a2, . . . }, where the closure is in E’e. 
Put A =C {a1,a2, . . . } then, by 2.2., Ad E;Y”CAu and so A”>(~Ei~O)o> 
>(A”)‘=Ao. Hence U= Um>Ao. 
Since lim a,, =0 in E& and la,IIuos 1, V’n we have, by (2.4) i)oiii), 
Vn:a,=cr,P,w,, ((r,)Eco, (&)EcO, Icr,lll, l/&151, V’n, w,E Wo, n. Wecan 
omit 7 since 171 I 1. We also have, since IVc is absolutely convex: 
C{w,,w2,...}c wo. 
This gives: 
w= ~c(c{w~,w2,...})“c(c{B,w~,8~w~,.~.))oc 
c(C{~,P1w,,~28*w,, . . . )>Oc u. 
For xeE we put s(x)=max l(x,w,)I, q(x)=max,, l(x,&w,,>I and t(x)= 
= max, I (x, a,, > I. Then s, q and t are continuous semi-norms on E and r 2 s 1 
kqz tzp. We show that the canonical maps pqs: Es-E, and (ptq: E,+E, are 
compact. (Then the maps p4r and Q+,~ are compact as well and we are done). 
The linear map T: E,+I”: R~(x)+((x, w,)),, x E E, is an isometry from Es 
into I”, and the linear map S: E4-+co : nq(x)-Q,, (x, w, >), , x E E is an isometry 
from E4 into co. 
The linear map P: l”+co: (6,),-Q,&,), is compact and the restriction P of 
P to Im T is a compact map from Im T onto Im S. 
This gives the following diagram, which is obviously commutative: 
T 
E,-Im T 
E4- Im S s 
So v)4s is a compact map. In the same way it can be proved that plq is compact. 
4.3. REMARK 
From 4.1. and 4.2. we obtain: “If E, 5 is a polar space then the topology 
S,, the nuclear topology associated with q can be defined by the family of 
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semi-norms 8’ with p E 9” iff Ep is of countable type and there exists a semi- 
norm qzp on E with Eq of countable type and such that the map pm: E4-+EP 
is compact”. 
4.4. For practical use it is important to have an explicitely defined set of 
semi-norms determining the topology gl. We therefore introduce some 
notations. Let E be a polar space. 
Jyi = {(a,) c E’ ! (a,,) converges locally to zero}. 
For N=(~,)EA”, and xcE:pN(x)=maxn [(~,a,>1 and 91={pN~N~J”l}. 
Finally Q = { (C(N)“)e 1 NE Ai } . 
4.5. THEOREM 
If E, his a polar space then the locally convex topology on E defined by the 
family of semi-norms 8, is exactly the associated nuclear topology gi. It is 
also a G-topology with Q as above. 
PROOF. 
i) First we check on the conditions as in the start of the proof of 4.2; (/3) 
is again trivial). 
Let 
and 
We write (see 2.4. ii) a, =A&,,, b, =p,u, with (A,) ECU, (p,,) E c,, U, E LI’, 
fJ,E P, vn. 
Put IV= Utl V. Then lim, [a,la,o=lim IJb,IIe=O and so 
N=(a,,b,,a2,b2 ,... )EJY*. 
Finally Vx E E: pN(x) 2 max (PN, (x), p&(x)) and condition a is satisfied. 
ii) Since every NE&, is equicontinuous, the topology defined by 8, is 
coarser than X 
iii) The G-topology on E with 6 as above is defined by the semi-norms 
P&)=SUPoeS Icw)l, XEE, SE@,. 
If now S=(C(N)O)’ with N=(~,)EJY,. Then for x~E:p,(x)=p~(x). The 
proof is the same as in [4] 2.5. 
iv) We now prove that E, 8, is nuclear. Choose PNE pi, N=(a,,), 
lim,, llanll,o=O. Take roKwith ITI? [a,IIUo, Vn and an=ra,/3,,u, as in 2.4iii). 
Put b, = &u,, then Ni = (6,) E 31 and SO PN, E pi. Obviously p~Ip,v,. 
We are now in the same situation as in the last part of the proof of theorem 
4.2. So the canonical mapping EPN, +EP* is compact and we are done. 
v) Finally let 9 be a family of semi-norms on E such that E, 9’ is nuclear. 
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We prove that the topology generated by 9 is coarser than the one generated 
by 9,. The space E, 9 is of countable type ([6] 4.14, i).) Hence, its topology 
can be determined by a family of semi-norms go which is defined as follows 
(see [4] 2.3.): Put Jv, = {(a,)C E’ j lim a, = 0 in a(E’, E) and (a,) equi- 
continuous} and for M= (a,) EJ&, XE E, put p,&x) =maxn [(~,a,)\. Then 
YO= (~~1 ME&~). So we can assume that 9= Ye. 
It is now sufficient to prove that Jy, c Jr. Take (a,) E J0 and consider the 
linear mapping T: E, 9-+co : x-+ ((x, a, >), . 
By 3.8 i) Tis continuous and by [2] 5.3., Tis compact. Hence (see 3.7.) there 
exists a zero-neighbourhood U in E, 9 and a y = (Y,,) E co such that T(U) C 9. 
This means that 1 (x, a,,) ( I j~,,l, VXE U, I+, or that (a,)C y,, U”. By 2.4 ii) it 
follows that (a,) E Jr. 
4.6. COROLLARIES 
i) A polar space E, Bis nuclear if and only if its topology can be determined 
by the family of semi-norms 9, in 4.4. 
ii) If K is spherically complete and (E, F) is a dual pair of vector spaces over 
K, there exists on E a finest nuclear topology for which its dual space is F. This 
topology is the nuclear topology rI associated to the Mackey-topology r(E, F). 
(For the Mackey topology see [8] III). In particular, this holds for the dual pair 
(E, E’), where E is any locally convex space over K. 
iii) If K is not spherically complete and (E, F) is a dual pair of vector spaces 
over K such that F is sequentially complete for a(F, E), (this is in particular the 
case when E is a polarly barrelled space (see [6] 6.1) and F= E’) there exists on 
E a finest locally convex topology of countable type such that E’= F. (see (4), 
2.5.). Hence, by 4.2., there exists on E a finest nuclear topology s* for which 
(E, Y*)‘= F. 
4.7. THEOREM 
Let E, .7 be a polar space, F a Banach space and T: E, S+F a continuous 
linear mapping. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) T: E, t27+F is compact. 
ii) T: E, 9-, -+F is continuous, where .‘Y, is the (coarser) associated nuclear 
topology. 
PROOF. i) =$ ii) 
We have to find N= (b,) E Jv, such that 11 T(x)11 %pN(x), Vx E E. (I( .[I is the 
norm in F, fir and PN are as in 4.4.). Let V be a zero-neighbourhood in E, 27 
such that T(V) is compactoid in F and let B be the unit ball in F. Then there 
exists a zero-neighbourhood CJ in E, g such that U = {x E E 1 p(x) 5 1 } , where 
p is a continuous semi-norm on E, q and with UC Vfl T-‘(B)(*). 
Consider rrp: E, g+EP. If “Jx) = 0 then p(x) = 0, which means that XE J. U, 
b’A E K *. From (*) it now follows that T(x) = 0. So we have a commutative 
diagram. 
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T 
E-F 
nP 
I/ 
TI 
with Ti(nJU))= T(U)cT(I/). 
Hence Tl is compact 
EP 
By 3.2. F, : Z$,--+F is compact as well. So (see 3.4.) there exist sequences (a,), 
bounded in ($)‘= Ebo, (Y,J bounded in F and (A,,) E co such that 
Tl (0 = i A, ( t, a, jr,,, Vt E Ep, t = n&c) 
n=l 
say. By the definition of the bilinear form on Ep x Euo (see 0 1) this implies 
that 
T(x) = f &lx, a,,)y,,, Vxe E. 
n=l 
Finally 
II TOII = II i 4, ( x,a,)y,l/~m= P,l l(x,a,)l-L 
n=l ” 
with 
L=max Ilr,ll, =L max 1(x,&)1, 
n 
with (b,)=(A,a,). If we take N=@,)EJ~, we are done. 
ii) * i) 
If T: E, .‘Tl+Fis continuous then, by [2] 5.3., Tis compact. Let I/ be a zero- 
neighbourhood in E, g, such that T(U) is compactoid in F. Then there exists 
a zero-neighbourhood V in E, 9r with VC U. So T(V) is compactoid in F and 
T: E, S-+F is compact. 
4.8. REMARKS 
a) Obviously 4.7. holds if F is a normed space. 
b) The part i)* ii) remains valid if F is a locally convex space. This can 
be seen by taking a normed space Fp, associated to a continuous semi-norm 
p on F. 
c) The part ii) * i) however does not hold if F is not a Banach (or normed) 
space. 
Example: take E with 9=a(E, E’), F=E,o(E, E’) and T: E+E the identity 
operator. 
Then .Yi = K So T: E, g, +E, g is continuous but T: E, g-+E, B is not 
compact because E, o(E, E’) has no compactoid zero-neighbourhood. 
4.9. THEOREM 
if E, his a polar space with g# a(E, E’) then the associated nuclear topology 
Yi is strictly finer than a(E, E’). 
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PROOF. If 57#a(E, E’) then, by [4] 3.8, the associated topology of countable 
type Se is strictly finer than a(E, E’). Hence, there exists on E a continuous 
semi-norm p such that EP is of countable type and dim EP= 00. This means 
that ,!Z$= cc and so (EP)‘= (&)‘= I”. Let T: I”-(E,)’ be the (topological and 
linear) isomorphism and put T(e,) = a,(e,, = (0, 0, . . . , 1,0, . . . ) where the 1 is on 
place n). The sequence (a,) is bounded and linearly independent in (EP)‘. Take 
((m)~cs and put U= {x~Ejp(x)sl}; thus (E,)‘=E$. 
By 2.4. limn lla,,a,,jUo=O and the corresponding semi-norm q on E, defined 
by q(x) = max, I (x, anan > I, is continuous on E, gi. But q is not continuous on 
E, a(E, E’) because dim (vect {ala,, a2a2,.  . }) = dim (vect {a,, a2, . . . }) = 0~. 
5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
5.1. The finest compatible nuclear topology on a perfect sequence space 
5.1.1. LEMMA 
Let /i be a perfect sequence space having the normal topology n(A, A”). 
A sequence (an),CA”= (/i, n(A, AX))’ converges locally to zero if and only 
if there exists 6 cnX and (/3”), C I”, with lim, 8” = 0, such that a” =p”. 6, Vn. 
I.e. a” = (o/)i, 6 = (S,), p” = (pin), and al =&‘Si, Vi, Vn. 
PROOF. 
i) If (a”),CAX tends locally to zero, there exists BcnX such that 
limn a” = 0 in /i$, , with 
By 2.4 we can write a” = tf,u”, Vn, where (q,,), E co and u” E U”. 
NOW U”=6={(,iSi)iI IyilSl, Vi} (see [l]). SO, for all n, a”=fl,,y”S with 
y”=(yr)i, /)$I I 1, Vi. Also lJ~~~“ll~ = II(~,~~)iIIo.S Iq,J, Vn. Hence the sequence 
(q,~“), tends to zero in I”. 
Putting p” = q,,y”, the sequence (a”),, has the desired form. 
ii) Assume now that cP=jI”6 as in the statement. Then, using the same 
techniques as in 2.4 one sees that (p”), can be written as /Y = ynqn, Vn, with 
(~,)Ec~ and I(ynlJool 1, Vn. So a”=f;l,,y”~=~,,u” with u”=y”a~J, and we are 
done. 
5.1.2. PROPOSITION 
Let /1 be a perfect sequence space. Then the finest nuclear topology on /1, 
compatible with the dual pair (/1, AX) is given by the family 9’ of semi-norms 
defined as follows: 
For TEA, 6~/i~ and ((“)cl”, with lim, rn=O, put 
Pagn)(T)=mm 1 C 7itldil; 
n I 
then 
8={P~(yn,16Enx,(r”),Clm, lim <“=O}. 
n 
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PROOF. Since n(/i, /i”) is the finest topology of countable type on /I, compa- 
tible with (A, AX), see (4) 2.6, the required topology is the nuclear topology 
n,(/i, /IX) associated to n(/l, /IX). Then apply 4.4 and lemma 5.1.2. 
5.1.3. Remark that 0(/l, /IX)$n,(/l, A”)Cn(A, /i”) and that II,n(/l, A”) is 
nuclear if and only if n(/l, AX) =rzr(/l, /ix). 
5.2. Spaces for which local convergence coiitcides with strong- (resp. weak-) 
convergence 
5.2.1. If E is a polar Banach space then, see 2.3, (*), every strongly con- 
vergent sequence in E’ is locally convergent. The property (*) also holds in other 
cases. We have e.g.: 
PROPOSITION 
If E is the strong dual of a reflexive 9- or LZS-space, then E has property (*). 
PROOF. This follows easily form (6) lemma 11.1. 
5.2.2. DEFINITION 
A polar locally convex space E is said to be quasi-normable if, for every zero- 
neighbourhood U in E, there exists a zero-neighbourhood V in E, with VC U, 
such that on Uc the topologies induced by &!?‘, E) and E’+ coincide. 
This gives: 
PROPOSITION 
If E is a polar, barrelled and quasi-normable space, then E has property (*). 
Remark that obviously every polar Banach space is quasi-normable. Also, 
every 89-space is quasi-normable, every inductive limit of a sequence of 
quasi-normable spaces and every product of quasi-normable spaces is quasi- 
normable. 
The proofs are the same as in the classical theory and are therefore omitted. 
5.3. Application of the results of 5.2. 
The results in this section are given without proof. They follow immediately 
as a combination of the results in [4], with $ 4 and section 5.2. of this paper. 
The list of applications is far from complete. It is meant in fact to show the 
type of applications one can expect. 
5.3.1. If E is a polar Banach space, then the finest nuclear topology on E, 
compatible with (E, E’) is defined by the semi-norms P(X) = max, 1 (x, a,) ) 
with N= (a,), lim, a,, = 0 strongly in E’. (The same result holds when E is 
quasi-normable and barrelled. 
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5.3.2. If E is a polar space which is barrelled, then the following are 
equivalent: 
i) E is nuclear. 
ii) E is of countable type and in E’ every weakly convergent sequence is strongly 
convergent. 
5.3.3. If K is not spherically complete then the finest topology of countable 
type on I”, compatible with the duality (I”,c,-,), is a nuclear topology. 
5.3.4. Let E be a reflexive g-space in which every bounded subset is com- 
pactoid. Then its strong dual space E’, p(E’, E) is nuclear (cfr (6) 11.3). 
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